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INTRODUCTION
Sparked by the pioneering papers of Lhnillier and Lalo~ 1 and of Castalng and Nosi~res ~ there has been a renewed interest s in spin-aliped or spin-polarized Fermi systems. Examples of spin-polarized Fermi systems are spin-polari,.ed SHeS,i-s (ariel), deuterium s,s-ss (D t) and dilute solutions a,t4-ss of ariel immersed in liquid 4He. In SHe! the net nuclear spin of ~ in each atom is polarized along a given direction (the 2 electrons on each atom having opposite spins). In D t the net electron spin of ~ on each atom is polarized and the net nuclear spin of 1 may or may not be polarized. Spin-aligned Bose systems such as H I are also of great current interest (see Ref. 9 for recent references).
In this paper we wish to use fully spin-polarized SHe (which we denote by Slier) as a system in which to test a Brueckner-Hartree-Feck (BHF) theory sT-s~ of dense Fermi systems. While the BHF theory arguably provides the best general description of nuclear matter 2~ its success in more dense Fermi liquids such as SHe has been limited. 21-2s For this test we use, in fact, the Galitskii-Feynman-Hartree-Fock (GFHF) theory 2s-2s in which the Galitskii-Feynman (GF) T-matrix replaces the Brueckner T-matrix. To identify the factors needed in a microscopic description of the effective interaction in SHe! we turn first to normal liquid SHe.
In normal SHe the effective interaction between atoms has three components: (I) a strong repulsion between atoms at close approach due to the hard, repulsive core of the bare He-He potential (2) statistical correlations (mainly repulsion) between atoms *Supported by NSERC (Canada) and University of Delaware 0094-243X/83/I030171-0853.00 Copyright 1983 American Institute of Physics having like spin due to the Pauli exclusion principle and (3) molecular field like interactions between pairs of atoms induced via the collective dynamical excitations in the liquid (density excitations (zero sound) and spin fluctuations), s,27-s~ Since none of these components is small a first principles description of the total effective interaction has proved very difficult. A GFHF theory takes account of hard core repulsion and statistical correlations only. Its limited success in normal SHe may therefore be due to the neglect of induced interactions or, in addition, to a limited description of the hard core and statistical components.
Fully spin polarized aBel offers a system in which to test this question. Firstly, with all spins aligned, spin fluctuations are 'frozen out' and there can be no spin fluctuation induced interaction. Secondly, with all spins aligned, the Fermi statistical correlations operate between all atoms. This increases statistical correlations and may make the interaction induced via the density excitations (dynamical correlations) relatively less important. With induced interactions reduced, a GFHF theory may provide a reasonably successful first principles description of SHe! -a question we now explore.
GFHF THEORY
The ground state energy of ariel in the GFHF approximation is 25 is the GF T-matrix. r describes the interaction between a pair of particles scattering from initial momentum states 1 and 2 to final states 3 and 4 via intermediate states 5 and 6. F depends on energy via the Fourier transform of the two particle Green function
[El~ -cs -~s + iT -En -~-~s -iT znd for the 'on energy shell' values of F needed in (1), Eta = ~t + c2. We define c(p) from the single particle Green function G~P(I,w) and invoke the 'on energy shell approximation' (w ----el) so that where
The c(l, ct) ~ ~a then depends only on momentum Pt. This approximation is equivalent to Landau's definition, ~7-~s ~s -~ 6E/6nn (since on shell energies are used in E)
The single pllticle enerD' spectrum E(k) in lIHel at l'l = 35 co/mole I sell' consistent, ~ ----after one iteration beginning with E(t) -----ti/2M ,,, input to the T-m,,trix. but neglecting rearrangement terms. (In unpolari~d aHe we found 2a rearrangement contributed less than 5% to El). We retain both real and imaginary parts of E so El is complex. Since all spins are up, only triplet interactions exist and only odd angular momentum (L) components of F enter, In this scheme, {(p) is a continuous function tg of p having no gap at p~-. In previous BHF calculations zz,ll in 3He a gap in E(p) at PF was introduced. Here F and ~ were solved iteratively until consistent using the Beck zl potential as input Uo.
GROUND STATE ENERGY
The self consistent SPE spectrum obtained by iterating Eqs. (2), (3) and (4) until consistent is shown in Fig. 1 for SHe! fixed at f] = 35 cc/mole. Also shown in Fig. 1 , as a dashed line, is the first interaction value of E(k), obtained when simply free particle (kinetic) energies are used as input to F. The similarity of the first and final values of c(k) shows that self consistency is achieved rapidly. The GSE of SHet ealculated from (8) using the self-consistent F t! is shown in Clearly the agreement between the variational and GFHF GSE in SHe! is good. This allo~ us cautiously to infer that the effective interaction in SHe! is dominated by pair hard core repulsion ud Fermi statistic correlations. This is supported by LL, who showed that the addition of three-body correlations in SHet to the variational wave function did not substantially lower the GSE, and by CBF results s. Fig. 3 we show the 'k mass' and total effective mmm at saturation for SHe I. The m*(k) is approximately independent of k showing a small increase at kJ~ while the total m*(k, E) shows a marked enhancement at kF. This enhancement is clearly contained in m*(E) and is due to the energy dependence of the self energy E. In normal 8He we obtain a similar enhancement in m*(k, E) at LF (and slightly above kr) which is approximately 50% larger than that shown in Fig. 3 .
(k,E) ----" m*(k)m*(E). In
An enhancement of m*(E) at kr has been obtained within the BHF in nuclear matter calculation= I~ It has also been obtained within correlated BMis Function (CBF) theory 8~ in normal liquid SHe. An enhancement of m* in SHe has been proposed by Brown et al as and Fantoni et als4 as an explanation for the observed sharp decrease in the apparent m* with increasing T deduced from specific heat measurements. Physically, if m* is peaked at kr, m* will appear large at low T because states near /c~, only will be excited. As T is increased states away from kp become excited and the average apparent m* decreases.
LANDAU PARAMETERS AND SOUND VELOCITIES
The spin triplet Landau parameters may be calculated directly from the GF 7'-matrix using _ I)/0" sin0e,(cos@Sa.(@
Here the momenta of the interacting pair are fixed on the Fermi surface, i/ell = i~l "~ kv, and P is related to their relative momenta by k ~ ~(~cl -~) ----k~sin0/2 with Center-of-Mass momentum ~l + ~2 ----2kr sin 0/2. The resulting F[t at saturation (~o ~ 35 ee/mole) are listed in Table I . The corresponding density of states is (d,/d~)t ~ 3/(400~p *t) -----0.00145 (kJ~s) -I, where ~p*t ~ ~p*t/m*t = 8.89KLwhich is a factor of I0 smaller than the value in unpolarized SHe ((dn/d~) ~ 0.015 (kAs)-1). The FtL t in Table I are small both because the even L components of l'z. are missing and because the normalizing (dn/~) I in (7) is small. We may also calculate Fo ?t from the GSE by fitting the Fermi liquid relation (rig) -l = (2or*t/3) (I + F. it) to the CS (rig) -I -----24K. This gives F, tt ~ 3.0 which includes effects of dynamic correlation (rearrangement contributions) to second order. The differences between F tl calculated from ~-t and from (7) Fig. 3 , hut the m*(kp, E) t ~ 1.5, which is a higher order value, is substantially larger. Unfortunately, all the Landau parameter values here depend on m *t. We have used m *t --~ 0.92 but it could be larger. (r is independent of m*).
Using the value of m .I ----0.92 we find a Fermi velocity vr *! ~-230 m/see which is 4 times that in SHe. With F. tt ~ 3.0, we find a ratio of zero sound to Fermi velocity of. ~ 1.2 giving co T ~ 280 m/see. The co t -~--vr*ts is dependent on m *t, decreasing to e t. ----240 m/sec if we use m*t ----1.5 (v.p *t decreases,, increases).
DISCUSSION
The present and previous 4-e,s calculations suggest that both the kinetic energy and potential enerly are greater in magnitude in SHe! than in unpolarized SHe. The increase in KE slightly outweighs the drop in PE to give higher total GSE in Slier. The GFHF and variational predictions of the CSE agree well. SHe! is predicted to be stiffer than SHe, having both a larger first and zero sound velocity. On the other hand the Landau parameters (e.g. Fott and m't) are predicted to be smaller in SHet than in SHe. These results suggest the effective interaction in aHet is dominated by short range (hard core) and Fermi statistics correlations. The molecular field-like induced interactions (via density correlations), which contribute strongly to the Landau parameters and are significant factors in the GSE ss in normal SHe, appear to be substantially less important in Slier. Spin fluctuations are, of course, entirely frozen out in ZHet.
The reasonable predictions of the present GFHF theory/'or the GSE and Landau parameters in SHe! suggests it can describe the short range and Fermi statistical components of the total effective interaction well. The GFHF theory might therefore form the basis of a successful microscopic theory of normal SHe if combined so with a description of the induced components of the interaction.
In this regard, it is interesting to note that many calculations find the GSE of SHet and of normal SHe are nearly equal, the calculated difference being very sensitive to details of the calculation. This suggests that normal SHe is close to being unstable to ferromagnetic phase formation. 4
